Estulic monotherapy and combined antihypertensive therapy.
The antihypertensive effect of Estulic has been examined over a 12-month period in 101 hypertensive patients. Estulic tablet proved to be effective in form of monotherapy especially in the treatment of mild hypertension, in form of combination therapy in hypertension of medium severity. Using Estulic the number and doses, of the formerly administrated drugs could be reduced. The blood pressure of the patients was stabilized on a significantly lower level, changes in the laboratory parameters were not observed. In 60% of the patients improvement of the subjective complaints was observed. On the basis of the examinations guanfacin proved to be an effective drug in the treatment of hypertension of different severity degrees due to its favourable antihypertensive action, few side-effects, and the possibility of drug administration in daily single doses.